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Softleaves B100 Silicone Buttock Enhancers

Price per Unit (piece): £19.99

The Buttock Enhancers come in four sizes ( Small , Medium, Large , Extra-Large) and in two panty colour
Black or Flesh(white Flesh) , please kindly select the size and color that you like from the drop box at the top
of this page.
Features & Benefits :
· Made from high quality fabric pants and oval shaped silicone gel pads.
· Designed as buttock enhancer silicone pads, thick at the centre and very thin at the edges making them
undetectable and very discreet .
· The pants have pockets to be filled with the silicone gel pads, enhancing and lifting up the natural buttocks,
adding size and giving a natural sexy look.and feel.
· Undetectable, as they bounce, shape, and feel natural due to the ultra-soft silicone material which is
encased in a micro-thin polyurethane layer, providing the same homogenous structure as the natural
buttocks.
· So discreet to enhance the natural figure in almost any clothing you wear from jeans ,silk dress ..
· Easy placement, simply place the silicone pads inside the pants pockets and wear the pants as normal .
· Durable, water proof and warm up to the body temperature.
· The Buttock Enhancers come in a very high quality specially designed box to protect them after use and will
make a luxurious gift .
What will you receive ?
1A pair of Softleaves® B100 Silicone Buttock Enhancers in the size and pants colour that you select
from the drop box at the top of this page.
( Please kindly select the size and pants colour from the drop box at the top of this page)
2A specially designed, very high quality, box to protect the breast forms after use.
Please note that the item will be sent in discreet packaging .
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Instruction for use:
You will receive a high quality box that contains two silicone gel pads and one pant that have two pockets,
simply place the silicone pads inside the pants pockets and wear the pants as normal.
Taking Care of your Softleaves® B100 Silicone Buttock Enhancers :
- After use, keep the silicone pads in their box.
- Hand wash the silicone pads with warm soapy water .
.- Allow to dry naturally or use a hair dryer on a low temperature setting for the silicone pads.
.- Keep the silicone pads away from excessive heat.

Vendor Information
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